
fonts

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh 
Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Hurme — headline

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh 
Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Ernestine Pro — body

colors

In the preschool and kids space, 
logo can be used in two color split 
as seen here based on contex

BRANDING GUIDELINES 

RGB: 95,182,153
CMYK: 63,6,50,0
HEX: #5FB699

RGB: 243,243,243
CMYK: 0,0,0,5
HEX: #F3F3F3

RGB: 25,25,25
CMYK: 0,0,0,90
HEX: #191919

marketing campaign primary colors:

This campaign is embracing color, 
however, these can be default for  
marketing pieces. You will see these  
colors predominately on the website.

It is important for this campaign to be 
rich in color, pattern, and texture.  
Color will be informed by the contextual 
relationship of the medium and platform. 

logo use

safe space



logo use
Default use of logo is one color, horizontal 
(with the exception of preschool & kids)

Only use horizontal when necessary 

Do not add or subtract any element

Logomark can be used without logotype

Logotype cannot be used without logomark

Do not change font or type style

Do not alter scale/proportions

Do not stretch, squish, or tilt

full vertical/stacked

full horizontal

logomark

campaign
visuals

This campaign is all about the  
relationship of elements to itself.  
The Gospel Project is embracing  
color, pattern, texture, and movement.  
These visuals will be diverse and 
eye-catching. The Gospel Project is a 
illustrative brand, not photographic  
or typographic.

Each age level will interpret how they  
see fit with bold and lifelike design.  
This is a social heavy campaign that 
wants to be noticed for its bravery,  
beauty, and uniqueness.

This campaign relies on lowercasing  
except when using proper nouns and 
product titles.



copy guidelines

the heart
Gospel? It means good news. The kind of good that’s actually great.  
Mind-blowingly great, in fact.

But with a word as buzz-worthy as gospel, the truth is we often take it for granted. 

The campaign exists to remind people of just how good the good news is. We want to take 
every opportunity to celebrate the gospel and point people to the good news and hope that 
only comes through Jesus Christ.

‘

the concept
tagline: we’re here for good news.

Using the tagline:
The “we” is all of us. It speaks to our common mission under the gospel. Like Lifeway in  
general, our posture is “by your side.”

Consider “We’re here for good news” as a mission statement for this cycle of marketing.  
It is not a primary headline. It may be used in conjunction with the logo. 

Also, the tagline can be used in social or body copy to build that shared sense of mission  
for the gospel between our audience and team. 

example one
Uses positive hyperbole to reinforce 
the goodness of the gospel.

image: So good.
body copy: When we say good, we  
mean the really really mind-blowingly 
great kind of good. That’s the  
transforming power of the gospel—
from Genesis to Revelation to you. 
That’s The Gospel Project. 

example one
Uses the language of motion to paint 
a picture of gospel transformation.

image: Good news moves you.
body copy: A story entertains, but good 
news propels you to live. Join us as we 
pursue the good news of Jesus Christ 
from Genesis to Revelation with The 
Gospel Project. 

executional guidelines
This campaign is supposed to offer freedom. Create new messages and visuals.  
Fill our audience’s timelines with positive, gospel-reinforcing messages.  
We encourage you to collaborate and share your work and ideas and to adapt.  
As you work, consider the following. 

tone
reasonable hyperbole
shameless positivity

keywords
the language of motion
good news
gospel
mission
transformation
chronological
Christ-centered


